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I. Background and Introduction
The WDNR awarded the Green Lake Association a $9,999 Lake Planning Grant (Grant # LPL157916) in March
2016 to conduct a social science survey of farmers and landowners within the Green Lake watershed. Aaron
Thompson from the University of Wisconsin – Stevens Point guided this work in collaboration with the Green
Lake Association and members of the Lake Management Planning Team for Green Lake.
Lake Management Planning partners have been aggressively implementing agricultural best management
practices (BMPs) in the Big Green Lake watershed. While these practices are beneficial for nutrient reductions,
the scale and location of these efforts have not been associated with water quality goals or any sort of
prioritization model. In response, the Green Lake Association recently completed a Phosphorus Prioritization
Plan to identify 12 nutrient loading priority areas in the watershed. The purpose of the Phosphorus Prioritization
Plan is guide BMP decision-making, so that BMPs can first be implemented in the watershed where they are
most needed based on erosion vulnerability.
However, this hypothetical exercise, while useful, relies on voluntary landowner participation on private
property for its success. The willingness of landowners to implement BMPs on his/her property is not well
understood, as these decisions are made based on a spectrum of beliefs and attitudinal factors.
The purpose of this survey is to better understand agricultural stakeholders responsible for and impacted by
watershed management decisions. This project aimed to:
1. Identify obstacles of watershed improvements,
2. Provide clarity for landowners’ priorities,
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3. Ultimately increase participation in conservation programs,
4. Foster reductions in external loading from agricultural lands, and
5. Guide watershed management decisions to support implementation of water quality management
efforts in the Green Lake watershed.

II. Project Summary
This project utilized a farmer survey to develop a social profile of agricultural landowners to understand current
behaviors (i.e. adoption of conservation practices), assess attitudinal factors motivating support or opposition to
watershed management, and inform discussion of governance alternatives (i.e. support for farmer-led
initiatives) for decision-making about conservation.
Data was collected using an eight-page mail questionnaire administered using a five-contact contact process
with a follow-up non-response bias questionnare. Agricultural landowners were recruited to participate in the
voluntary survey using the following contacts:
1. Advance Letter (Page 22)
2. Survey Packet #1 (Page 24)
3. Reminder Postcard #1 (Page 33)
4. Survey Packet #2
5. Reminder Postcard #2
6. Non-Response Bias Survey (Page 36)
Surveys were sent to 459 landowners within and just beyond the 107 square mile extents of the Big Green Lake
watershed. Over 184 surveys were returned, representing a 40.1% response rate. Of those 184 surveys, 38.8%
were from individual landowners, 30.3% from business addresses and LLCs and 48.5% from living and revocable
trusts. An additional 39 non-response bias surveys (14.2%) were returned, totaling 223 valid responses.

III. Major Conclusions
A detailed summary of the Green Lake Social Science Assessment begins on Page 39.

CONCLUSION #1: RESPOND TO SOCIAL CONDITIONS ON THE GROUND
In order to support the development of landscape strategies based on the social science assessment,
participants were asked to provide an approximation of their location. These results were then summarized into
seven areas of the watershed to maintain confidentiality. Rough 60% of survey respondents (111 individuals)
provided enough information to locate their approximate area of the watershed. The result is seven unique
areas representing responses from more than 25,000 acres of agricultural lands in the Green Lake watershed.
For each area, a landscape strategy is presented considering: Barriers to conservation, practices, trusted
partners and willingness for a farmer-led approach.
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CONCLUSION #2: INTEGRATE SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL DATA
Lake Management Planning team members have a series of
biophysical science data – including the Phosphorus
Prioritization Plan and stream buffer assessment survey,
among other data – that identify where landscape strategies
can effectively resolve or mitigate conditions that are leading
to impairments on local waterways. To maximize participation
and water quality results, the social and ecological data
should be integrated in future studies to allow for
identification of areas where priority areas for BMPs and
willing landowners intersect.

CONCLUSION #3: BUILD RELATIONSHIPS AND AWARENESS
The survey results confirmed anecdotal evidence conveyed by partners
through experience that efforts of the Green Lake Association to address
water quality are not widely known or understood by the agricultural
community. Only about 1 in 3 agricultural landowners are familiar with the
Green Lake Association. Efforts to address this challenge must continue to
focus on building these relationships through:


Continuing to create outreach opportunities, such as the recent Green
Lake Area Conservation Field Day and Green Lake producer video
documentary (Video link here:
https://tinyurl.com/GreenLakeFarmers2017).



Investing in expanding Green Lake Association efforts, or supporting
other community (non-governmental) programming to coordinate
conservation.

CONCLUSION #4: RESPOND TO EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES
Support for Women Who Own Farmland
The prevalence of non-farming households (landlords) in the Green Lake watershed presents unique challenges.
For Green Lake, this type of landowner is also more likely to be older and has a higher percentage of females.
This presents an excellent opportunity to include a new group in the conversation – specifically, female
landlords – while also addressing the challenge that only one in four landlords have clear plans for the future of
their land. Green Lake is not completely unique and existing “women in agriculture” programs could be
contacted for support and resources.
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Building Relationships with the Next Generation
While the average age of those surveyed is over 60 years, it is important to note that active farms (especially
high sales) had a slightly lower age and that 70% plan to have a family member continue their operation in the
future. If the Green Lake Association and/or Lake Management Planning Team wants improved relationships
with farmers in the future, it is important to begin investing in relationship building with the next generation
today. This may include efforts through 4-H or FFA programming to youth, but perhaps most importantly is
focusing on identifying ways to support producers who are actively transitioning into farm management roles.

CONCLUSION #5: DEFINE “CONSERVATION AGRICULTURE” FOR GREEN LAKE
A more detailed landscape plan for Green Lake, developed with input from agricultural stakeholders, could
provide a stronger plan for protection of Green Lake. This may provide some needed clarity for agricultural
landowners regarding what is being asked of them to protect local waterways. Additionally, the survey revealed
the following design challenges:


Unlike production area practices (high experience and interest), riparian area practices did not generate
significant interest from landowners. There is a belief that they are beneficial to the watershed.
However, how do we improve the design of these practices so that they are acceptable and generate
interest from landowners?



Related to the landscape-scale challenge above, how can we show agricultural landowners in the future
what we need in order to protect Green Lake? Would partnering with a few landowners in the
watershed to work through design challenges benefit all outreach efforts?

IV. Next Steps
1. Share results with and get feedback from the Green Lake Management Planning Team on January 25,
including emerging opportunities (i.e. women in agriculture, legacy planning and conservation
agriculture definitions).
2. Investigate the possibility of pursuing funding for “layering” the Phosphorus Prioritization Plan and
Green Lake Social Science Assessment to maximize success of conservation practice adoption.
3. Continue to host the Green Lake Area Conservation Field Day and other outreach strategies in the Green
Lake watershed.
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Green Lake Farmer Survey
We’re asking for your help! A group in your community – the Green Lake Management Planning (LMP) Team –

is working hard to protect the health of Big Green Lake. The multi-organization team works around Green Lake’s
shorelines, urban and agricultural areas in their effort to improve lake water quality. As highlighted in green in the
map shown here, this lake is part of an agricultural landscape, which means that problem solving help from the
farming community is critical to the success of community efforts.

We want your input on the priorities of those who know the land best: agricultural producers and landowners in
the Green Lake watershed. We are asking you to complete this survey, which should take about 20 minutes of your
time. The survey is being conducted by the UW-Extension Center for Land Use Education at UW-Stevens Point
that assists communities in understanding the priorities of key stakeholders. Please contribute to this effort by
completing the survey and returning it in the enclosed postage paid envelope.
Here are a few important notes about this study:
• All results will be kept confidential; we’re just looking for your important perspective about how to better
manage Green Lake and the surrounding watershed.
• All responses will be treated as anonymous and records used to contact respondents containing identifying
information will be destroyed prior to the research team reviewing data.
• Please skip any questions that make you feel uncomfortable or that you don’t know how to answer.
• We do not anticipate any potential for risk or harm due to participation in this study; however, if you have any
complaints about your treatment as a participant in this study please contact Dr. Debbie Palmer, IRB Chair
at (715) 346-3953, e-mail at irbchair@uwsp.edu, or mail at University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Science
Building D240, Stevens Point Wisconsin 54481.
While your participation is voluntary your input can help bring local voices into these important efforts to benefit
Green Lake! If you have any questions or comments about this project you may contact me using the information
provided below.
Thank you for your time and we’re looking forward to hearing from you!
					Dr. Aaron Thompson, Associate Professor
					
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu Phone: 715.346.2278
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Green Lake Farmer Survey
We’re asking for your help! A group in your

community – the Green Lake Management
Planning (LMP) Team – is working hard to
protect the health of Big Green Lake. The
multi-organization team works around Green
Lake’s shorelines, urban and agricultural areas
in their effort to improve lake water quality. As
highlighted in green in the map shown here,
this lake is part of an agricultural landscape,
which means that problem solving help from
the farming community is critical to the
success of community efforts.

We want your input on the priorities of those who know the land best: agricultural producers and landowners in
the Green Lake watershed. We are asking you to complete this survey, which should take about 20 minutes of your
time. The survey is being conducted by the UW-Extension Center for Land Use Education at UW-Stevens Point
that assists communities in understanding the priorities of key stakeholders. Please contribute to this effort by
completing the survey and returning it in the enclosed postage paid envelope.
Here are a few important notes about this study:
• All results will be kept confidential; we’re just looking for your important perspective about how to better
manage Green Lake and the surrounding watershed.
• All responses will be treated as anonymous and records used to contact respondents containing identifying
information will be destroyed prior to the research team reviewing data.
• Please skip any questions that make you feel uncomfortable or that you don’t know how to answer.
• We do not anticipate any potential for risk or harm due to participation in this study; however, if you have any
complaints about your treatment as a participant in this study please contact Dr. Debbie Palmer, IRB Chair
at (715) 346-3953, e-mail at irbchair@uwsp.edu, or mail at University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Science
Building D240, Stevens Point Wisconsin 54481.
While your participation is voluntary your input can help bring local voices into these important efforts to benefit
Green Lake! If you have any questions or comments about this project you may contact me using the information
provided below.
Thank you for your time and we’re looking forward to hearing from you!
					Dr. Aaron Thompson, Associate Professor
					
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu Phone: 715.346.2278

PLEASE READ BEFORE BEGINNING THIS SURVEY:
This survey must be completed by an adult 18 years of age or older. Due to the type of research being conducted
it is important that the individual responsible for making land management decisions is the individual who
completes this survey to the best of his or her ability.
Please mark all answers clearly, in pen or pencil, as indicated below.
Example “A”

X

Example “B”
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Conservation Priorities

YES NO

Encouraging land management practices that promote good soil
health.

YES NO

Reducing soil erosion entering into waterways from both shoreline
and upland sources.

YES NO

Funding practices on local farms that help reduce phosphorus
runoff, which can improve local water quality.

YES NO

Promoting the protection and restoration of riparian wetlands and
marshes.

YES NO

Reducing habitat fragmentation and promoting the protection and
restoration of areas for wildlife.

YES NO

Ensuring that someone who can provide technical assistance for
installing conservation practices is available to come out to my
property and meet with me.

Farmers and the Environment
The next series of questions ask about trade-offs farmers must make
between production and conservation considerations. Please indicate
whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements:
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ree
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Green Lake Watershed

To begin we’d like to understand your priorities for the Green Lake Watershed.
Please indicate whether you support each of the following goals by responding
Yes or No.

SD

D

N

A

SA

Good farming requires using all available acreage as efficiently as
possible to maximize yields.

-2

-1

0

1

2

To protect the rural landscape, farmers must move away from
conventional agricultural practices to approaches that more closely mimic
natural processes.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Modifications to my farm that increase production, such as the removal
of grasslands, fence rows, or grass field buffers have little impact on the
environment.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Programs to protect soil and water resources should emphasize
approaches that primarily benefit agricultural production.

-2

-1

0

1

2

As a result of modern agricultural practices, farmers must exert more
effort now to protect the environment than was necessary in the past.

-2

-1

0

1

2

The primary role of farms is the production of food and related
agricultural products; the protection of the environment is separate from
this purpose.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Good farming results from placing equal importance on the management
of both the agricultural and natural areas of my farm.

-2

-1

0

1

2

A successful farmer is someone who continuously evaluates the
environmental impact of their farm and adopts new approaches to protect
the environment.

-2

-1

0

1

2

–2–
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DK

D

N

A

SA

Government expertise is essential to addressing problems facing resource
management in my community.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Local residents are better able to address issues that concern the
management of the rural landscape than the government.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Solving problems currently facing farming like agricultural runoff
affecting local water quality must rely on the innovation and ingenuity of
farmers, not the government.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Government agencies are an important partner who assists me in the
management of my land.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Government programs do not provide me the flexibility that is needed to
appropriately manage my land.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Government payments are necessary to ensure that farmland is
appropriately managed for the benefit of the community.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Private property is a right created by government that can be changed
over time according to changing needs of society.

-2

-1

0

1

2

The government should not be allowed to regulate land management
practices on private property, even if current activities have the potential
to negatively impact others.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Ne

So

-2

-1

0

1

2

Concern that changing land management practices might reduce yields or
overall farm productivity.

-2

-1

0

1

2

The lack of a source of funding to install or maintain these practices.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Concern that I don’t have the skills and knowledge necessary to install or
maintain these practices on my property.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Uncertainty about whether installing these practices on my property is
likely to reduce undesirable water quality problems in nearby waterways.

-2

-1

0

1

2

The additional time spent doing paperwork isn’t worth the cost share
provided by organizations working to improve land management practices.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Not wanting to invest my own money in water quality practices, as I’d be
more likely to participate if someone else covers 100 percent of the costs.

-2

-1

0

1

2
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m

Uncertainty about whether the money I invest will result in improvements
in local water quality.

nt

Many agencies and groups are working with farmers to improve land
management practices to improve water quality. These efforts often offer
cost sharing or expertise to implement new practices; however, there are
many valid reasons why people aren’t interested in these programs. How
important are each of following reasons when you make decisions about
changing land management practices on your farm?

Ve
ry

rta

nt

MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

DK

Farmer Survey

SD

po

This series of questions ask about your beliefs regarding how government
should be involved in private land management. Please indicate whether
you agree or disagree with each of the following statements:

S tr
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S tr
Ag ongl
ree y
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Kn n’t
ow

Government Involvement

Don’t
Know

–3–
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Conservation Practices
We’d like to know more about your experience with
conservation practices that have the potential to
improve water quality in your area. The practices
presented below (and on the next page) are
appropriate for different parts of a farm property and
have been organized into the 3 groups shown in the
diagram here.
Please read the practice descriptions provided below and respond to these 3 questions for each:
EXPERIENCE: What is your experience using each practice on your land? Please rate from (0) unfamiliar -- I
have not heard of this before to (3) very experienced -- currently use this practice extensively on my farm.

INTEREST: What is your level of interest in trying, or expanding the use of, each practice? Please rate
from (0) no interest -- would not work on my farm to (3) very interested -- would be a good fit for my farm.
BENEFIT: How much benefit to water quality do you believe would come from funding installations of each
practice on farms across the Green Lake Watershed? Please rate from (0) no benefit -- would not improve water
quality to (3) very beneficial -- would significantly improve water quality.

Green Lake Watershed

INTEREST

EXPERIENCE

Intensive Use Area Practices

on your land

BENEFIT

in trying practice

to the watershed

BARNYARD WATER MANAGEMENT
is a set of practices, such as gutters, roof
structures over barnyards, or other methods
that divert clean water (rainfall) away from
possible sources of contamination.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

WASTE STORAGE are constructed
structures put in place to temporarily store
animal waste until it can be properly applied
to fields.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

EXPERIENCE

Production Area Practices

INTEREST

on your land

BENEFIT

in trying practice

to the watershed

GRADE STABILIZATION
STRUCTURES are constructed retaining
walls, or retention ponds, used to stabilize
areas within a field that are highly susceptible
to erosion.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

TERRACE SYSTEM is used to farm
uneven or hilly terrain using terraced fields to
decrease erosion and surface runoff.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

GRASSED WATERWAYS are intentionally
graded shallow channels that are seeded with
grass to protect natural drainage ways from
gully erosion during a stormwater runoff
event.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit
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INTEREST

EXPERIENCE

Production Area Practices (continued)

on your land

BENEFIT

in trying practice

to the watershed

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

NUTRIENT
MANAGEMENT
COVER CROPS
are plants that involves
are seeded
adjusting
method the
(i.e.commercial
injection orcrop
into a fieldthe
alongside
incorporation),
rate, or
timing
of applications
primarily to manage
soil
erosion
or improve
to
soilminimize
health. the potential for contaminated
runoff into nearby waterways or field tiles.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

COVER CROPS are plants that are seeded
into a field alongside the commercial crop
primarily to manage soil erosion or improve
soil health.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

CONTOUR FARMING encourages row
cropping practices, such as tillage ridges and
furrows, that work to prevent stormwater
from flowing downslope in order to decrease
erosion and surface runoff.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

EXPERIENCE

Riparian Area Practices

INTEREST

on your land

BENEFIT

in trying practice

to the watershed

STREAM FENCING are practices that help
reduce soil erosion by using fencing, or other
field improvements, to provide a very specific
place for people, animals, and vehicles to
access or cross streams or other water bodies.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

STREAMBANK STABILIZATION are
practices designed to restore, stabilize, or
protect the bank of the stream by seeding,
planting, or using other forms of sediment
control in critical areas.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

WETLAND SCRAPES are practices that
provide for water quality improvement,
reduce flooding, and provide habitat for
wildlife by restoring the conditions necessary
for the reestablishment of wetland plants.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

VEGETATIVE BUFFERS are permanent
plantings of trees and grasses along a
stream or ditch that are designed to prevent
stormwater runoff from carrying soil or other
pollutants directly into the waterway.

3
2
1
0

Very Experienced
Some Experience
Little Experience
Unfamiliar

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit
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Farmer Survey

NO TILL PLANTING is a practice that
limits soil disturbance and erosion by
allowing planting to occur directly into the
previous year’s crop residues without tilling.

Making Conservation Work for You

Please respond to the questions below to help us understand
changes that could make new programs a better fit for you.

INTEREST

BENEFIT

in trying practice

HARVESTABLE BUFFER PROGRAM is a proposed county
government program that would provide funding to establish perennial
grass cover along streams and ditches. The grass reduces stormwater
runoff impacts and may also be harvested and used by the landowner.

3
2
1
0

Very Interested
Some Interest
Little Interest
No Interest

to the watershed

3
2
1
0

Very Beneficial
Some Benefit
Little Benefit
No Benefit

Would you be more interested in trying Harvestable Buffers if ...

YES

NO

Y

N

more interested if ... all the costs to install the harvestable buffer are paid by the County?

Y

N

more interested if ... the County occasionally inspected and handled any necessary maintenance?

Y

N

more interested if ... a long-term (25 years, 50 years, or permanent) contract were available -assuming that longer contracts would receive a better rate (more years = more money)?

Y

N

more interested if ... a short-term (5 years or 15 years) contract were available -- even if it paid less?

Green Lake Watershed

Working Together For Water Quality

Input from local stakeholders is critical in natural resource management. Local knowledge of people, places and
resources can only be obtained if local landowners are given the opportunity to be heard and participate. This
section asks about a new way that you as a rural landowner could participate in water quality management.

FARMER-LED
COUNCILS

Description: A Farmer-Led Council ...
A. Relies on the participation of interested landowners and parallels a farm advocacy group.
B. The council of local farmers would work with interested landowners to get water quality
projects completed on private properties.
C. This group would primarily consist of individual landowners with a vested interest in this
landscape with support from individuals with technical expertise.

Question: How likely are you to participate in an effort that uses FARMER-LED COUNCILS for informing
decisions that impact how water quality is managed in the Green Lake Watershed?
Don’t
Extremely
Extremely
Neutral
Know
Unlikely
Likely

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

DK

Which part of the watershed is yours?
We’re asking you to give us a general idea of
the part of the watershed you call home, such
as Green Lake versus Fond du Lac County, to
help us better understand different landowner
priorities across the watershed. Remember if
any questions make you uncomfortable feel
free to skip to the next question.
Please draw a circle about
this size that best describes
the general area where you
farm, or own farmland, in
the Green Lake watershed.

Example

–6–
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Green Lake Association

Have you heard about Green Lake Association’s efforts? They work to promote the conservation of
Green Lake by addressing negative water quality trends before they become a critical issue that will affect
this lake over the long term. Please select the response that best describes your familiarity.
Heard of them, but don’t
know much about them

I’ve attended meetings
or events in the past

Heard of them and know
what they are doing

Benefits of Green Lake
The following series of questions asks about possible community
benefits of Green Lake. Please indicate your level of agreement with the
following statements, which begin with “I personally benefit from ...”

S tr
Di ongl
sag y
ree
Di
sag
ree
Ne
utr
al
Ag
ree
S tr
Ag ongl
ree y
Do
Kn n’t
ow

Never heard about
these efforts

D

N

A

SA

I personally benefit from … access to fishing or hunting opportunities on
Big Green Lake.

-2

-1

0

1

2

… local tax dollars generated by shoreline development on Green Lake.

-2

-1

0

1

2

… access to customers for local products, such as Farmers Markets, who
are attracted to the area by amenities around Green Lake.

-2

-1

0

1

2

… opportunities for water-based recreation, such as boating or swimming,
on Green Lake.

-2

-1

0

1

2

… places for friends, family, or other groups to gather and enjoy leisure
time together around Green Lake.

-2

-1

0

1

2

Ve
Un ry
lik
el
Un y
lik
el
Ne y
utr
al
Lik
ely
Ve
Lik ry
ely
Do
Kn n’t
ow

Trust In Organizations
We would like to know your level of trust in organizations that are
working to address water quality issues in the Green Lake Watershed. For
each of the following how likely are you to work with the organization to
identify new opportunities to address issues on your land?

DK

USDA Natural Resource Conservation Services (NRCS)
- A federal agency that provides landowners with financial and technical
assistance to support the installation and upkeep of conservation practices.
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR)
- A state agency that provides landowners with financial and technical
assistance to support the installation and upkeep of conservation practices.
Green Lake County Land Conservation Department
- A local agency that provides landowners with financial and technical
assistance to support the installation and upkeep of conservation practices.
Fond du Lac County Land and Water Conservation Department
- A local agency that provides landowners with financial and technical
assistance to support the installation and upkeep of conservation practices.
Green Lake Sanitary District
- A local district created to protect Green Lake by providing leadership on
sanitation and related air, land, and water quality matters.
Green Lake Association
- A group of local citizens who are interested in addressing water quality
challenges.
University of Wisconsin Extension
- Local university professionals that provides landowners with
educational programs and publications.
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SD

Demographic Information

Please answer the following questions about yourself,
the information will be used for classification
purposes only.
Male
What is your gender?
Female

Which of these
responses best
describes your
retirement plans?

I will semi-retire from
farming (providing some
management and / or labor).

In what year were you born?
What is your
highest level of
formal education?

Some high school
High school graduate or GED
Some college
2 year degree
4 year degree
Graduate degree
Other (specify)

I will fully retire from farming
(leaving all management and
labor to others).
What would you
consider to be
the most likely
outcome for your
farm when you
decide to quit
farming?

In 2016 how many acres of land did you:

Green Lake Watershed

a. Own (Total) ................................
b. Rent from others.........................

Check all that
apply.

c. Set aside for conservation...........
Please indicate
which best
describes your
farm operation
based on gross
farm sales.

Less than $50,000
$50,000 - $100,000
$100,000 - $250,000
$250,000 - $499,999
More than $500,000
Do not farm
.

I will never fully retire from
farming (retaining control of
management and providing
some labor).

Describe your
farming operation
by marking the
response that best
describes you.

A family member will
continue the farm operation.
Sell my land to another
farmer.
Sell all or part of the land to a
developer.
Sell all or part of the land for
conservation.
I don’t know what options are
available for my land.

Farmer -- primarily row crops
Farmer -- primarily dairy
Farmer -- other: not dairy or row crops
Primarily a landlord -- do not farm
Hobby farm -- full-time, off-farm job

Your Views
Please record any additional thoughts and any comments about this survey in the space provided.

Thank you!

For completing this survey, please return it to us in the included pre-paid envelope.
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Dear Green Lake Watershed Landowner,

Dear Green Lake Watershed Landowner,

I am sending you this reminder because your input is extremely valuable. We haven’t heard back from you on the Green
Lake Watershed Survey seeking your opinions about how landowners in your community should be included in making water
quality decisions in this watershed. Hearing from everyone is
important as your opinions and experiences are unique from
those who have already responded.

I am sending you this reminder because your input is extremely valuable. We haven’t heard back from you on the Green
Lake Watershed Survey seeking your opinions about how landowners in your community should be included in making water
quality decisions in this watershed. Hearing from everyone is
important as your opinions and experiences are unique from
those who have already responded.

If you’ve already taken the time to complete the survey thank
you for your assistance, if not please take this opportunity to
complete the survey in order to inform this important work.

If you’ve already taken the time to complete the survey thank
you for your assistance, if not please take this opportunity to
complete the survey in order to inform this important work.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Assistant Professor
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu
Phone: 715.346.2278

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Assistant Professor
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu
Phone: 715.346.2278

Dear Green Lake Watershed Landowner,

Dear Green Lake Watershed Landowner,

I am sending you this reminder because your input is extremely valuable. We haven’t heard back from you on the Green
Lake Watershed Survey seeking your opinions about how landowners in your community should be included in making water
quality decisions in this watershed. Hearing from everyone is
important as your opinions and experiences are unique from
those who have already responded.

I am sending you this reminder because your input is extremely valuable. We haven’t heard back from you on the Green
Lake Watershed Survey seeking your opinions about how landowners in your community should be included in making water
quality decisions in this watershed. Hearing from everyone is
important as your opinions and experiences are unique from
those who have already responded.

If you’ve already taken the time to complete the survey thank
you for your assistance, if not please take this opportunity to
complete the survey in order to inform this important work.

If you’ve already taken the time to complete the survey thank
you for your assistance, if not please take this opportunity to
complete the survey in order to inform this important work.

Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Assistant Professor
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu
Phone: 715.346.2278

Dr. Aaron Thompson, Assistant Professor
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu
Phone: 715.346.2278
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Dr. Aaron Thompson

Dr. Aaron Thompson

UWSP Center for Land Use Education -- TNR 207
800 Reserve St
Stevens Point, WI 54481

UWSP Center for Land Use Education -- TNR 207
800 Reserve St
Stevens Point, WI 54481

Dr. Aaron Thompson

Dr. Aaron Thompson

UWSP Center for Land Use Education -- TNR 207
800 Reserve St
Stevens Point, WI 54481

UWSP Center for Land Use Education -- TNR 207
800 Reserve St
Stevens Point, WI 54481
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Green Lake Farmer Survey
We’re asking for your help! A group in your

community – the Green Lake Management
Planning (LMP) Team – is working hard to
protect the health of Big Green Lake. The
multi-organization team works around Green
Lake’s shorelines, urban and agricultural areas
in their effort to improve lake water quality. As
highlighted in green in the map shown here,
this lake is part of an agricultural landscape,
which means that problem solving help from
the farming community is critical to the
success of community efforts.

FINAL OPPORTUNITY TO CONTRIBUTE:
We haven’t heard back from you on the Green Lake Watershed Survey seeking your opinions about how
landowners in your community should be included in making water quality decisions in this watershed.
Hearing from everyone is important as your opinions and experiences are unique from those who have
already responded.
If you’ve already taken the time to complete the survey thank you for your assistance, if not please
take this final opportunity to contribute by completing and return this 1-page version of the survey
that helps us learn a little about how your farm compares with others in the watershed.
We want your input on the priorities of those who know the land best: agricultural producers and landowners in
the Green Lake watershed. We are asking you to complete this survey, which should take about 5 minutes of your
time. The survey is being conducted by the UW-Extension Center for Land Use Education at UW-Stevens Point
that assists communities in understanding the priorities of key stakeholders. Please contribute to this effort by
completing the survey and returning it in the enclosed postage paid envelope.
Here are a few important notes about this study:
• All results will be kept confidential; we’re just looking for your important perspective about how to better
manage Green Lake and the surrounding watershed.
• All responses will be treated as anonymous and records used to contact respondents containing identifying
information will be destroyed prior to the research team reviewing data.
• Please skip any questions that make you feel uncomfortable or that you don’t know how to answer.
• We do not anticipate any potential for risk or harm due to participation in this study; however, if you have any
complaints about your treatment as a participant in this study please contact Dr. Debbie Palmer, IRB Chair
at (715) 346-3953, e-mail at irbchair@uwsp.edu, or mail at University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Science
Building D240, Stevens Point Wisconsin 54481.
While your participation is voluntary your input can help bring local voices into these important efforts to benefit
Green Lake! If you have any questions or comments about this project you may contact me using the information
provided below.
Thank you for your time and we’re looking forward to hearing from you!
					Dr. Aaron Thompson, Associate Professor
					
E-mail: aaron.thompson@uwsp.edu Phone: 715.346.2278
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Tell us about yourself

This survey must be completed by an adult 18 years of age or older. Due to the type of research being conducted it
is important that the individual responsible for making land management decisions is the individual who completes
this survey to the best of his or her ability.

Tell us briefly why you didn’t complete the survey? The Green Lake Farmer Survey relies on landowners
volunteering their time and we understand that not everyone has time to fill out the 8-page booklet. Please let
us know why you didn’t participate by selecting the response below that best describes your reason.
The survey didn’t apply to me
as I’m not actively involved
in making land management
decisions on agricultural land
in the Green Lake watershed.

I’m involved in making
land management decisions
on agricultural land in the
Green Lake watershed, but
not interested in filling out
surveys about these decisions.

I completed the survey and
returned it in the postage paid
envelope. THANK YOU!
If you’ve mailed in your
survey booklet, you don’t need
to complete or return this
form.

Please answer the following questions about yourself, the
information will be used for classification purposes only.

Green Lake Watershed

What is your gender?

Male
Female

In what year were you born?

Describe your
farming operation
by marking the
response that best
describes you.

In 2016 how many acres of land did you:

Farmer -- primarily row
crops
Farmer -- primarily dairy
Farmer -- other: not dairy or
row crops

a. Own (Total) ................................

Primarily a landlord -- do
not farm

b. Rent from others.........................

Hobby farm -- full-time,
off-farm job

c. Set aside for conservation...........

Your Views
Please record any additional thoughts and any comments about this survey in the space provided.

Thank you!

For completing this survey, please return it to us in the included pre-paid envelope.
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A digital version of this report is available at:
https://tinyurl.com/GreenLakeFarmerSurvey2017
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Factors Motivating Conservation Agriculture
Problem Statement

Project Description

The goal of protecting water quality in our lakes,
rivers, and streams drives significant investment of
time, money, and other resources in rural Wisconsin. The challenge of carrying out this work in an
agriculturally dominated landscape, like the Green
Lake watershed, requires an understanding that
this is a multi-functional place that means different
things to different groups of people. Those working to protect lakes and streams must also consider the goals of those earning a living from the
land, because these are critical partners necessary
for the success of their efforts. This relationship
is critical and often the needs of the agricultural
community are not well understood. This report
is designed to answer some of these questions and
support relationship building between stakeholders
in the Green Lake watershed by sharing the results
of a confidential survey of agricultural landowners
designed to support the development of strategies
to improve participation in conservation agriculture initiatives.

This research has been led by Dr. Aaron Thompson to support efforts cited in the Green Lake
Management Plan to improve agricultural operations performance with NR151 by focusing on
understanding the needs and priorities of this community. Using data collected from an attempted
census of agricultural landowners, a stakeholder profile has been developed to provide a better
understanding of their current behaviors (i.e. adoption of conservation practices), attitudinal
factors motivating support or opposition to watershed management, and informs discussion of
governance alternatives (i.e. support for farmer-led initiatives) for decision-making about conservation efforts on agricultural lands. This report begins by examining who responded to the survey
and comparing this with information about agricultural landowners and producers in the region to
evaluate the potential for bias in the survey results. Once this basic level of demographic analysis
is completed, the process uses attitude information measured by the survey questionnaire to differentiate amongst producers based on their goals and priorities. These groups are then analyzed
to determine their preference for different application variables, such as experience and interest
in conservation practices, perceived barriers to participation, and trusted partners working within
the watershed. Finally, the report summarized what is known about landowners in 7 unique areas
within the watershed to support the development of landscape strategies that are responsive to the
needs of those who live and work the land in these areas.

Project Overview
–4–
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Project Timeline
A goal of this work is to provide community-driven research that will enhance the ability of local
partners to work together on complex challenges, such as meeting water quality goals in the
Green Lake watershed. Beginning in early 2015 conservations with Green Lake Association staff
generated the idea of conducting this survey of agricultural producers to address specific outreach
needs. Since approval of the WDNR grant in early 2016 the key steps in the survey research
process are provided below:
• April 2016: Coordination meeting with local agricultural specialists, including representatives from local, state and federal agencies.
• Fall 2017: National political campaign closed window for survey data collection.
• March - April 2017: Development of final survey instrument and Human Subject Protection
(IRB) approval (UWSP Protocol #16-17.051).
• April - June 2017: Data collection phase of the project.
• July-September 2017: Initial review of survey results with GLA board and survey analysis.
• October 2017: Development of survey report.

Conservation Agriculture
The sub-title for this report addresses the
need to identify factors motivating “conservation agriculture”. This terminology
was selected as it is broadly frames the
challenge while suggesting the desire to
support a multi-functional landscape. The
intent is simply that both conservation
initiatives (especially those designed to
support the protection of water quality)
and agriculture can both thrive when a
community works together toward a common strategy for their landscape (Cornell
University, 2017).
–5–
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Project Location

Lake Michigan
Green Bay

Fox River System
Lower Fox River

Fox River System
Upper Fox River

Green Lake Watershed
Green Lake &
Fond du Lac Counties

The Social Science Assessment project is focused on the Big Green Lake (‘Green Lake’) watershed located in portions of Fond du Lac and Green Lake Counties. Green Lake is a large
drainage lake (7,346 acres) and is the deepest natural inland lake in Wisconsin, reaching a maximum depth of 236 feet and an average depth of 100 feet. Green Lake stratifies and maintains a
two-story fishery (Sesing, 2013).

Study Area
–6–
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Green Lake Watershed Land Cover
The Green Lake watershed (68,676 acres) is dominated by agriculture with only 3% developed
land use. In 2014, Green Lake was listed as impaired for low DO caused by TP loading (Sesing,
2013). In response, the Lake Management Planning team for Green Lake has been aggressively
implementing agricultural BMPs in the watershed. The social science assessment is intended
to support these efforts and enhance approaches to build lasting relationships with agricultural
producers in the region.

Agricultural Land Cover

Study notes:
The map above highlights the areas of agricultural land cover in green, which have been
overlaid on top of the topographic information to highlight elevation changes. Of particular
interest is the limited area of agricultural land cover directly north of Green Lake that
is within the watershed. However, the overall trend is that agricultural land use clearly
dominates the landscape.
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Survey Process
Data was collected using an 8-page mail questionnaire that was administered using a 5-contact
process, adapted from Dillman’s Tailored Design
Method (2000). Agricultural landowners were
recruited to participate in the voluntary survey
using the following contacts:
•
•
•
•
•

Sample Development

Introductory Letter
Survey Packet #1
Reminder Postcard #1
Survey Packet #2
Reminder Postcard #2

The multiple contact approach is intended primarily to raise awareness and recruit participation with prompts and reminders; as the quality
of the final dataset is dependent upon participation from a large enough group of agricultural
landowners to represent the diversity of views
held by this community.

The survey “sample” is the list of individuals recruited to participate in the study. The intent was to
collect data from all households owning more than
40 acres of agricultural land within the watershed,
or in close proximity to its boundary. Additionally,
the list was screened to remove any non-agricultural landowners (such as forest landowners with less
than 50 percent agricultural landcover). As shown
in the Table on the next page a total of 459 valid
addresses were identified along with their ownership
type -- individual, business, or trusts.
Study notes:
All agricultural landowners within 1 mile of the HUC 10 watershed boundary were included
in the survey. The purpose of extending this boundary was to ensure that those individuals
who live outside the watershed and either own or rent land inside the boundary were eligible
to participate.

Survey Sample
–8–
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Response Rate
• As shown in the table below out of more than 450 agricultural landowners slightly more than
40 percent of those invited to participate completed survey.
• Based on comparing reports of land ownership from survey participants with total available
agricultural lands approximately 50 to 60 percent of all agricultural land in the study area is
represented by survey responses.
• There is strong representation from different ownership types (individual, business, or
trusts); however, the higher participation of trusts is likely responsible for the slightly elevated
participation in the survey by non-farming households (landlords).

Non-Response Check
Following the survey collection phase all
non-participating households were mailed a
1-page questionnaire asking why they didn’t
participate. The demographics of this group
are similar to those of that completed the
survey, except that a higher rate of females
(39 percent) completed the non-response
form. Additionally, as the chart shows
primary reason is that they aren’t actively
involved in farm management decisions.
–9–
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Sample Analysis

While the non-response check didn’t reveal any significant issues with the survey data, it is
always important to determine the similarities and differences between those that responded and
the rest of the community the results are intended to represent. Using U.S. Census of Agriculture
(2012) data the table above compares the demographic characteristics of survey participants to
state and county trends. These results demonstrate that the survey performed extremely well in
terms of capturing a representative group of agricultural landowners. However, as noted previously the slightly elevated participation of non-farming households (landlords) is also evident
here by a smaller percentage who reported pursuing farming as their primary occupation.
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